The object of hierarchy theory is to break down certain classes of predicates into subclasses of gradually increasing complexity. An excellent example is furnished by the hyperarithmetical hierarchy. Here each class in the hierarchy is obtained from the previous class by adding a single number quantifier. The Souslin-Kleene theorem [2, XXIV] then tells us that the predicates occurring in the hierarchy are just the A{ predicates.
The object of hierarchy theory is to break down certain classes of predicates into subclasses of gradually increasing complexity. An excellent example is furnished by the hyperarithmetical hierarchy. Here each class in the hierarchy is obtained from the previous class by adding a single number quantifier. The Souslin-Kleene theorem [2, XXIV] then tells us that the predicates occurring in the hierarchy are just the A{ predicates.
A direct generalization of this result to the next higher type presents difficulties. In fact, it appears from [6] that a hierarchy in which a single type one quantifier is added at each stage could not exhaust the Af predicates. However, results on higher type objects suggest a different generalization. Kleene [3, XLVIII] has shown that the A\ predicates are just the predicates recursive in the type two object E defined by E(a) = 0 if Et(a(t) = 0), = 1 otherwise.
Thus the predicates occurring in the hyperarithmetical hierarchy are just those which are recursive in E.
We shall generalize this by producing for each type two object(2) F in which E is recursive a hierarchy consisting of the predicates recursive in F. This hierarchy is quite similar to the hyperarithmetical hierarchy(3). The major difference is that instead of defining the ordinal notations prior to the hierarchy, we use the predicates in the hierarchy to construct new ordinal notations. That this is necessary for extensions of the hyperarithmetical hierarchy is well known (see [3, p. 140]).
The restriction that E be recursive in F seems to be necessary because there is no suitable jump operation associated with a type two object in which E is not recursive. In any case, this does not seem a very significant restriction. The restriction to type two objects is much more severe. The results given here certainly do not extend in a straightforward manner to the next higher type. Whether or not there are fundamental difficulties in constructing hierarchies based on type three objects remains to be discovered.
We now suppose that a type two object F in which E is recursive is fixed. We define the jump operation y associated with Fas follows: if A is a set (of numbers), then j(A) is the set of numbers x such that {(x)0}A is a total function <j> and F(tf>) = (x)x. (As usual, {e}A is the partial function which is recursive in A with Gödel number e.) The ordinary jump of A, designated by oj(A), is recursive inj(A). For we have x e oj(A) <-> {x}A(x) is defined.
We can find a y depending recursively on x such that {yY(z) ~ 0-{x}A(x) for all z. Then if a is the value of F at the zero function, we have x e oj(A) <-» (y, a} ej(A).
We write A ¿eF to mean that A is recursive in B with Gödel number e. It is easy to verify that there is a recursive function K such that
The above argument shows that there is a number q such that We shall now define a set O of ordinal notations; a relation <0 among ordinal notations; and, for each aeO, an ordinal |a| and a set Ha. (All of these should carry a superscript F to indicate their dependence on F; but we omit this because F is fixed.) The (inductive) definition has three clauses.
(01) 1 eO; -,(x<0l); |1|=0; Hx(x)<r+ x=x.
(02) If aeO, then 2a e 0; x<02a = (x<0a v x = a); \2a\ = \a\ + 1 ; H2«=j(Ha).
(03) Suppose that a e'O; that {e}"" is a total function <f>; that tf>(n) e 0 and tf>(n) <0tp(n+i) for all«; and that<¿(0) = a. Then 3a5eeO; x<03a5e<-> En(x<04>(n)); |3°5<| =supn \<p(n)\ ; and H^(x) «-» Ä«w(Wi)-We shall write a* for 2a. If ¿> = 3a5e, then {e}H<= is designated by <&,. The basic properties of O can be proved in the usual way (see [1] ). In particular, if a e O, then the set of b such that b<0a is well-ordered by <0, and the ordinal of this well-ordering is \a\.
Uniqueness Theorem. There is a partial recursive function L such that if a,beO and \a\ ¿ \b\, then L(a, b) is defined and Ha-^LiaMHb.
Proof. Our proof is modeled after Spector's proof [7] in the ordinary case. Along with L, we define a partial recursive function M such that if beO, then M(b) is defined and, for y e 0, {M(b)}"»(y) = 0~\y\ < \b\.
We define L and M simultaneously by means of the recursion theorem and prove that they have the desired properties by induction on |6|. We may thus suppose that L(a', b') and M(b') are defined for |a'| á \b'\ < \b\. We must show how to decide if 77a(x) from Hb, and, for y e O, how to decide if | y\ < \b\ from Hb.. by (3). Now let y=3*5«. Since x=^(0)<ov, |v|<|A| implies |x| < \y\ = \b'\. We therefore first test to see if |x| < |A'| ; this can be done from 77,, and hence from Hb.. Assume that |x| < |A'|. Then \y\ < \b\~(n)(\h(n)\ < l*'|).
For n fixed, (f>y(n) = {e}H*(n) can be calculated from Hb by using L(x, b') and r; and we can then decide if \<f>y(n)\ < |A'| by using M(b'). It follows that we can decide if Ij'I < |A| from oj(Hb), and hence, by (2), from 776..
Case 3: ¿> = 3c5e. First assume that |a| < |A|. Now H^n)(z)i^Hb«.n,z}); so Hétin) is recursive in Hb uniformly in n. Taking n = 0 and recalling that <f>b(0) = c and <j>b = {e}H<:, we see that <¡>b is recursive in 77b. Now \a\ < \<f>b(n)\ for some n. Given n, we can calculate <f>b(n) and <f>b(n+ 1) from Hb. We can then tell if |a| < \<f>b(n)\ from 77d, where d=<j>b(n)*. But \d\ = |<^6(n + l)| < |A|; so we can decide if |a|<|^ö(n)| from H<t>b(n + 1) and hence from 776. Thus using 77", we can actually find an n such that |a| < \4>b(n)\. Since 77a =¿(a.*6(n)) "ttuM, we can decide if 77a(x) from 77^^,) and hence from 77b. Now assume only that |a| ^ |A|. If a is not of the form S1^, then |a| < |6|, and we can proceed as above. Suppose that a = 3ä5f. Then 77a(x) <-> H¡((x)x) with/'= 4>a((x)o)-Moreover, |/"| < |a| = \b\. Hence we can decide if 77a(x) by the above if we can compute y from Hb. Now \d\ < \a\ ^ \b\ ; so by the above, we can find a Gödel number of Hd from Hb. Since tpa = {f}H<¡, we can compute y=tpa((x)o) from Hb. Now let yeO. Then \y\<\b\ <-> En(\y\<\tf>b(n)\). Given n, we can calculate <f>b(n) and decide if \y | < \tf>b(n)\ from Hb as described above. Hence we can decide if \y\ < \b\ from oj(Hb), and hence, by (2), from Hb.. This completes the proof.
We shall need an addition function +0. This is a partial recursive function defined by the recursion theorem so as to satisfy a+0\ ~ a, a+0b* ~ (a+0b)*, a+03b5e ~ 3a*o"5f, where/is computed from a, b, e, and an index of +0 as follows. We first compute an index g such that {g}H»(n)~a+0{e}Hl>(n); and we then choose/by the uniqueness theorem so that (under the assumption that \b\S \a+0b\). The only properties of this function which we shall need are (4) |a+0*| = |a| + |ô|,
for a,beO. Proof. To prove the if part, we define a partial recursive function Z such that if a e O, then Z(a) is defined and is an index of Ha from F The definition is by the recursion theorem, and the proof is by induction on \a\. The least trivial case is when a=a'*. To obtain Z(a) from Z(a'), it suffices to show that Ha=j(Ha.) is recursive in /7a-and F uniformly in //a-. By definition, j(A) is recursive in A, F, and E uniformly in A ; since E is recursive in F, the desired result follows.
For the converse, we define partial recursive functions G and F and prove (6) {e}F[x\ = P(H'G(e,x), e, x)
whenever the left side is defined. (Here the square bracket notation is from [3] , and H'a is the representing function of Ha.) To see that this suffices, assume that {e}F is total. Then by the above, there is a b e O such that \G(e, x)\£\b\ for all x. It then follows from (6) and the uniqueness theorem that {e}F is recursive in Hb.
It is well known that the scheme (S5) of [3] may be omitted, at the cost of adding a scheme introducing a few particular functions of type zero arguments. To simplify the proof, we suppose this done.
We define P and G by the recursion theorem, and prove (6) by induction on {e}F [x] . We must define G(e, x), show that it is in 0, and show how to compute {e}F[x] from HG<e,x), e, and x. Suppose that (e)0 = i, so that {e}F is defined under (Si). If/= 1, 2, 3, or 5, then {e}F is a recursive function independent of F; so we may take G(e, x) = 1. If i=9, {e}F(x)={e'}F(x'), where e' and x' may be calculated from e and x. We may then take G(e, x) = G(e', x'). A similar treatment holds for i=6. The cases i=l and i'=8 cannot occur with type one arguments. Hence only /=0 and /=4 remain.
If z'=0, {e}F[x] = F(Xt{e'}F[x't]) where e' and x't can be computed from e, x, and t. For each t, G(e', x't) is defined and in O. Hence, using an index of G, we can compute abe O such that \G(e', x't)\ < \b\ for all t. Using an index of P and the uniqueness theorem, we get an index of Xt{e'}F[x't] from 77¡,. We can therefore compute {e^fx] fromy'(77&); so we may take G(e, x) = b*.
If i=4, then
where e' and e" can be computed from e and 77 is a recursive function. Set a = G(e", x), y = 77({eT [x], x), b = G(e', y).
We propose to set G(e, x) = c, where ceO, \a\^\c\, and |A|S \c\. Assume that this is done. Given e and x, we compute {e}F[x] from 77c as follows. We first compute b and c. By the induction hypothesis and the uniqueness theorem, we can compute {e"}i'[x] from 77c. We then compute y and b. Using the induction hypothesis and the uniqueness theorem again, we can compute MF[x] = {e'}FLy] from 77c. It remains to compute such a c from e and x. We first compute a. By induction hypothesis, {e"}F[x] can be computed from Ha; so y and b can be computed from 77a. It follows that we can compute a Gödel number of the sequence a, b, a, b,a,b,... from 77a. We then obtain c by the remark just before the theorem. This completes the proof of the theorem.
The remark before the theorem can now be extended as follows. Suppose that a is recursive in F and that a(n) e O for all n. Then there is a b e O such that |a(n)| < |A| for all n. Moreover, b may be computed from a Gödel number of a from F.
With these results, we can extend virtually all of the known results on the hyperarithmetical hierarchy which do not depend on the Souslin-Kleene theorem. For example, we may show that the ordinals \a\ for a g O are just the ordinals of wellordered sets of numbers which are recursive in F. The proof is essentially the same as Markwald's proof [4] in the ordinary case, making use of the result just mentioned.
Added in proof. Results similar to the above have been obtained by Hinman in his thesis (University of California at Berkeley, 1966).
